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I notice that a SPICe briefing paper is now on the website relating to my petition. On 
page 6, the briefing addresses the historical legal action which my daughter and I 
were party to in England. In conclusion, it advises that…………….. 

“However, it may still be possible to bring an action based on the general law of 
negligence after this time period. The right to bring court action for personal injury 
due to negligence never prescribes.”   

Since the briefing is relating specifically to our personal situation and the information 
is intended to provide an informative background to the Petitions Committee, I wish 
to convey the following relevant information to the Committee. 

My daughter was born in Scotland, vaccinated in Scotland and it was our preference 
from the outset, for many reasons, not least the practical ones, to have the claim 
litigated in Scotland, but we were prevented from doing so. We were disadvantaged 
in having to accept litigation in England since that class action only advanced claims 
in respect of two of the thirteen conditions complained of in the litigant children, ie 
claims in respect of autism and IBD.  

In late 2002, Mr Mike Rumbles, my MSP, wrote to the Scottish Minister for Justice, 
Mr Jim Wallace, inquiring as to why we could not bring our claim (currently being 
brought in England in the MMR litigation) in an action in Scotland. On 24th January 
2003, Mr Wallace replied advising that he was not “aware of any test cases in 
Scotland like this one” but that I was not prevented from pursuing my own case for 
damages and should seek “legal advice on the possibility of raising an action on the 
basis that the vaccine provided was not ‘fit for purpose’” 

I subsequently issued instructions to a Scottish solicitor to consider our position in 
possibly raising an alternative action in Scotland. The Scottish Legal Aid Board 
provided legal aid for this work which included the provision of an Opinion by 
Counsel. 

In consideration of transferring our current case from England to Scotland and /or the 
possibility of raising a fresh action in Scotland, Counsel stated that there would be 
funding difficulties and that a fresh ground of action such as one founded in 
negligence was, even at that time in 2003, certain to be opposed on prescriptive 
grounds which would be difficult to overcome. 

It follows that we have already, some 14 years ago, pursued the possibility of 
bringing a case in negligence, but were prevented from doing so on prescriptive 
grounds.   

Irrespective of these difficulties, I was ultimately prevented from pursuing an 
alternative negligence action in Scotland or transferring my existing claim in England 



under the Consumer Protection Act 1979 to the Court of Session in Scotland 
because of the provisions in the MMR Litigation Practice Directions issued by Lord 
Bingham of Cornhill on 8th July 1999.  

(1) “This Practice Direction applies to all proceedings in which the claimant claims 
damages for personal injuries alleged to have arisen out of inoculation of any 
vaccines against illnesses of Mumps and or/measles and rubella, such vaccines 
having been manufactured and /or supplied by the Defendants. 

(2) All future proceedings coming within the perms of paragraph 1 should be 
commenced in the central Office, Royal Courts of Justice”  

Only three groups of solicitors in the entire UK, all in England, were granted Legal 
Aid to accept MMR litigation claims to pursue claims in the group action. 

Against that backdrop and given the passage of time it is highly unlikely that we 
would now be able to overcome the insurmountable difficulties we faced back in 
2002/3 allowing us to bring a case in negligence in Scotland, particularly in respect 
of prescription which was previously identified (fourteen years ago) as difficult to 
overcome.  

Additionally, throughout the legal proceedings we were party to, it was said that a 
claim being brought under the Consumer Protection Act had to be commenced 
within 10 years of the date on which the vaccination had been received. In my 
daughter’s case that has long since expired. 

I can make the documents available to the Committee should that be required 
although the Opinion is the subject of Legal and Professional Privilege. 


